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Abstract. Let the distributions of X(p×r) and S(p×p) be N(~, ZQL) and 
Wp(n, S) respectively and let them be independent. The risk of the improved 
estimator for 12:1 or IS-*I based on X and S under entropy loss (=d/12:1 
- log(d/ IS  1)- 1 or d12~[-log(dlZD- 1) is evaluated in terms of incomplete 
beta function of matrix argument and its derivative. Numerical comparison 
for the reduction of risk over the best affine equivariant estimator is given. 
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1. Introduction 

Suppose that observed random matrix X(pxr)  has normal distribution 
N((, Z@Ir) and that S(p×p) has Wishart distribution Wp(n, Z), where n>_p 
and ~, 27 are unknown. Assume that X and S are independent. Shorrock and 
Zidek (1976) obtained a better estimator of ISI than the best affine 
equivariant estimator under squared loss by generalizing Stein (1964) to 
multivariate case. Sinha and Ghosh (1987) noted that under entropy loss L(d, 
ISI) = d~ I-rl - log(d/ [  Z[ ) -  1, the estimator 

f (n + r  P)! 
(1.1) d*(X,S) = min{d(S) IS + XX'I} 

' (n + r)! J t 

dominates the best affine equivariant estimator d(S) = {(n-p)! / n! }l S I. Their 
method of proof  is based on Sinha (1976) and did not make use of zonal 
polynomials of matrix argument. However Shorrock and Zidek (1976) can be 
applied to get the same result. For estimating the generalized precision I S - ' l ,  
Sugiura and Konno (1987) noted that the estimator 

*Dedicated to Professor Yukihiro Kodama on his 60th birthday. 
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